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The Olympics
Logo



r
Who created 
the Olympics 

logo?

r Baron Pierre de Coubertin founded the 
Olympics (Hirthler), he used something that 

had no limits to unite people of different 
countries, and cultures as well as bring 

peace. 

r Baron Pierre de Coubertin created the
logo in 1912 



    Coubertin only desired 
     peace in an 
     “Olympic spirit” 
     which entailed 
     mutual 
    understanding,
    a spirit of friendship, 
  solidarity, and 
fairness. m

The thought process of Creating the Logo

   Coubertin wanted
       to recreate the
          Roman Olympics



f How has the logo changed?

Over the years,
 the Olympics logo itself (the 

rings) hasn’t changed much. The 
sequence of the rings has merely been 
made one solid color or changed the 

colors. 

In 2010 however, the logo reverted
back to its original version.

What has changed time and time again  
are the additions to the logo from

each Olympic game.
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In my opinion, the
“new” additions every olympic

has almost become as Iconic as 
the rings itself! 



y Has it influenced other logos?

 I have not been able to find any 
evidence that the Olympic logo has 
influenced others, however in my 
opinion I would think that it has. 
There is no way that such an 

iconic logo cannot be inspiration 
for present and future logos to 

come.



y Has it influenced other logos?

Whether in symbolism, and simplicity, 
or in the shape, color, and use of 

negative space, I’m sure the Olym-
pics logo has had it’s fair share of 

being a design
 inspiration.



How do the 
Surrounding 

Images
compliment 

the LOGO?

The surrounding images 
goes with the themes of 
the place The Olympics 
is being help that year, 
they draw from cultural 
inspuration to promote 

the logo that year.

This simple iconic logo 
works design wise very 

well, and the simplicity of 
it still holds up today, as 

it will through time. h
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